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1. INTRODUCTION
The concepts of smash product and smash coproduct have been proved
to be extremely useful tools in the theory of graded rings and graded
coalgebras, and more recently in the theory of action and coactions of a
Hopf algebra on an algebra or on a coalgebra. Once these concepts were
defined, a natural question appeared: how can the smash product resp.
. the smash coproduct be related to a matrix algebra resp. to a matrix
. w xcoalgebra ? The answer is given by the duality theorems proved in 3 for
w xgraded rings, and in 5 for graded coalgebras. Various duality theorems
 w x w x.for algebras have been proved during the last ten years cf. 2 or 10 .
The purpose of this paper is to study duality for the smash product resp.
. the smash coproduct associated to a G-set and a G-graded ring resp. a
.G-graded coalgebra . The mentioned smash product and smash coproduct
w x w x w xhave been constructed in 10 and 6 . It is shown by an example in 12 that
for a G-graded ring R and a left G-set A, we do not have a duality
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theorem in the sense of Cohen and Montgomery for the smash product
R >A. We present here a framework that allows us to give another duality
theorem. The result is given in Theorem 2.7 and it seems to present the
right way to look at duality in the G-set case.
A dual version for graded coalgebras is given in Section 3. It improves
w xthe main theorem from 6 .
In Section 4 we are concerned with the relationship between
 .  .Hom M, N and Hom M, N , where R is a G-strongly graded algebra,R R1
M is a G-graded R-module, N is an R-module, and G is an arbitrary
 .group Theorem 4.3 . Moreover, when G is finite, the second space is
actually a kG*-Hopf module with the subspace of coinvariants just being
the first one. In the case where N s M, we obtain that there exists an
 .  .algebra isomorphism End M , End M >kG*. We also study endo-R R1
morphism algebras in the case where G is infinite. Then we have to work
 .  .with the G-graded algebra END M instead of End M , and we proveR R
 .that the smash product END M >kG* in the sense of Quinn is isomor-R
 . >  .phic to a subalgebra End M of End M . We also give some descrip-R R1 1
 . >tions of End M . Applying these results, we prove dual results forR1
comodules over graded coalgebras with strongly graded dual graded rings.
w xOur basis references for definition and notation will be: 15 for graded
w x w xrings, 14 graded coalgebras. 1, 18 for Hopf algebras and Hopf modules.
2. DUALITY FOR GRADED RINGS
Let R s [ R be a G-graded ring and A a finite left G-set. Wegg g G
briefly recall the construction of the smash product R >A introduced in
w x  < 413 . R >A is the free left R-module with basis p x g A , on which ax
 . .  .multiplication is defined by r p s p s r s p , if t y s x and 0s x t y s t y
otherwise, for any r g R , s g R , x, y g A. This makes R >A into as s t t
ring with identity  p . Moreover, the ring R can be embedded inx g A x
 .R >A via the map h: R ª R >A, h r s  rp . Recall some useful factsx g A x
w xand formulas from 13, Proposition 2.11 .
 < 41. p x g A is a set of orthogonal idempotents.x
2. p r s r p y1 for any x g A, s g G, r g R .x s s s x s s
 < 43. The set p x g A is a basis for R >A as a right R-module.x
Let us denote by fin G y set the category of finite left G-sets. If w :
A ª A9 is a morphism in this category, we define the map w*: R >A9 ª
 . R >A by w* r p s r  p with the convention that the sum of ans x 9 s w  x .sx 9 x
.empty family is zero .
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let w ; A ª A9 be a morphism in the category fin G y
set. Then w* is a ring morphism.
 . ..  .  .Proof. We prove that w* r p s p s w* r p w* s p for anys x 9 t y 9 s x 9 t y 9
x9, y9 g A9, s , t g G, r g R , s g R . If t y9 / x9, then the left-hands s t t
side is zero, and on the right we obtain
r p s p s 0, .  . s x t y
 .w x sx 9
 .w y sy9
 .  .since t y s x for some y, x with w x s x9, w y s y9 would imply that
t y9 s x9. Suppose that t y9 s x9. Then the left-hand side is r s  p ,s t w  y .sy 9 y
and on the right we obtain
r p s p s r s p y1 p s r s p ,  s x t y s t t x y s t y
 .  .  .w x sx 9 w x sx 9 w y sy9
 .  .w y sy9 w y sy9
y1  .  .  .  .since t x s y and w y s y9 imply that w x s w t y s tw y s t y9 s
 .x9. The required equality is proved. The fact that w* 1 s 1 is clear.
COROLLARY 2.2. The correspondence A ª R >A defines a contra¨ariant
functor from fin G y set to RINGS.
LEMMA 2.3. Let w : A ª A9 be a morphism in fin G y set. Then Ker
w* s  Rp .x 9f Im w x 9
Proof. Clearly  RpX : Ker w*. Conversely, let q s  r ypx 9f Im w x y g A9 y
g Ker w*. Then
0 s w* r yp s w* r yp s r yp .   y y x /  /
ygA9 ygIm w ygIm w  .w x sy
This entails that r y s 0 for any y g Im w, therefore q g  Rp .x 9f Im w x 9
 .COROLLARY 2.4. If w is surjecti¨ e resp. injecti¨ e , then w* is injecti¨ e
 .resp. surjecti¨ e .
Let A be a finite G-set and R a G-graded ring. Then the smash product
R >A is also a G-graded ring, with g-homogeneous component  R px g A g x
 .we denote it by R >A .g
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let R be a G-graded ring and A, B two finite G-sets.
Then:
 .  .1. There exists a ring isomorphism R > A = B ( R >A >B, where
A = B has the direct product G-set structure.
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qw x.2. 13, Remark 2.12.2 If A j B is the disjoint union with the natural
q .  .  .G-set structure, then R > A j B s R >A = R >B .
 .  .  .  . .Proof. 1 Define a : R >A >B ª R > A = B by a rp p s rpx y  x, y .
for any r g R, x g A, y g B. Clearly this is a bijective map, and we prove
 . . . ..  . .that it is a ring morphism, i.e., a r p p s p 9 p s a r p ps x y t x y 9 s x y
 . ..a s p p .t x 9 y 9
The left-hand side is zero if t y9 / y, and in this case the right-hand side
 . .  .  .is r p s p , which is zero since t x9, y9 / x, y .s  x, y . t  x 9, y 9.
 . .If t y9 s y, then the left-hand side is a r p s p p , which is zero ifs x t x 9 y 9
 . .t x9 / x, and a r s p p s r s p otherwise. Thus it is clearlys t x 9 y 9 s t  x 9, y 9.
equal to the right-hand side.
Let A be a right H-set, H a group. We say that the action of H on A is
faithful if xh s x for all x g A implies that h s 1. The action of H on A
is called fully faithful if xh s x for some x g A, h g H implies that h s 1.
If G and H are two groups, a G, H-set is a set A which is a left G-set and
 .  .a right H-set such that gx h s g xh for any g g G, x g A, and h g H.
Remark 2.6. If A is a G, H-set such that G acts transitively on A, and
the action of H on A is faithful, then the action of H on A is fully
faithful.
Indeed, if x g A and h g H such that xh s x, then for any y g A there
is g g G with gx s y. Thus we obtain yh s y for some y g A, so h s 1.
We prove now the main result of this section.
 .THEOREM 2.7 Duality Theorem for Graded Rings . Let R be a G-graded
ring and let G and H be two groups. Consider a finite G, H-set A such that the
action of H is fully faithful. Then H is finite and acts as automorphisms on the
ring R >A, the set O of the H-orbits of A is a left G-set, and there exists aH
ring isomorphism:
R >A ) H + M R >O .< H < H /  /
Proof. The action of H on A is fully faithful and A is finite. Hence H
 .  .is also finite. Clearly O is a left G-set by g xH s gx H for any g g G,H
 .x g A. The map w : A ª O defined by w x s xH is a surjective mor-H
phism of G-sets. Therefore w*: R >O ª R >A is an injective ring mor-H
phism by Corollary 2.4. Next for any h g H the map a : A ª A definedh
 . Uby a x s xh is an isomorphism of G-sets. Hence a : R >A ª R >A ish h
U  . y1an automorphism of the ring R >A. We have that a rp s rp . Henceh x x h
u : H ª Aut R >A , u h s aU , . h /
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is a group morphism, which is clearly injective. Therefore H acts as
automorphisms on R >A.
 .HWe prove now that R >A s Im w*. Let C g O . ThenH
u h rp s rp y1 s r p s rw* p . .  .  . C x h x C
xgC xgC
 .H x  .HThus Im w* : R >A . Conversely, let z s  r p g R >A . Thenx g A x
r x p s r x p y1 s r yhp for any h g H .  x x h y
xgA xgA ygA
Thus r x s r x h for any x g A and h g H, this showing that, for any
C g O , r x is the same for all x g C. We denote it by r C and obtainH
z s r Cw* p s w* r Cp g Im w*. . C C /
CgO CgOH H
For any x g A, let a s b s p . Then for h g H we have thatx x x
 . . y1 a u h b s  p p s  p s 1 if h s 1, and 0 oth-x g A x x x g A x x h x g A x R >A
 y1 .erwise we have used that x s xh requires h s 1 . Therefore the exten-
 . w xsion w* R >O : R >A is Galois in the sense of 8 . We also obtain fromH
w x8, Theorem 1.1 that there exists a ring isomorphism
R >A ) H ( End R >A .w*R >O . /  /H
 .Hence it is enough to show that R >A is a free right w* R >O -moduleH
< <with a basis of H -elements.
Let O , . . . , O be the H-orbits of A, and pick x g O , . . . , x g O . For1 s 1 1 s s
any h g H we consider the element e s s p . Clearly x h s x h9h is1 x h i ji
 < 4implies i s j and h s h9. We prove that e h g H is a basis for the righth
 .w* R >O -module R >A. If x g A, then there are x and h g H such thatH i
x s x h. Theni
e w* p s s p  p s p s p . .  . .h O js1 x h h9g H x h9 x h xi j i i
 < 4  .This shows that e h g H generates the right w* R >O -module R >A.h H
 .Clearly we also have w* p e s p . Finally, we prove that  e b s 0,O h x hg H h hi
with b g Im w*, implies b s 0 for all h. We know that R >O sh h H
s s  . p R. Hence b s  w* p r , with r g R. Thenis1 O h is1 O i, h i, hi i
s s
e b s e w* p r s p r . .    h h h O i , h x h i , hi i
hgH hgH is1 hgH is1
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 .  .Using again the fact that x h s x h9 implies i, h s j, h9 , and thati j
 < 4p x g A is a basis for the right R-module R >A, we obtain that r s 0x i, h
for all h. Thus b s 0 for all h.h
We present now some applications of the duality theorem.
w x.COROLLARY 2.8 13, 2.18 . Let R be a G-graded ring, G finite and H a
subgroup of G. Then there exists an algebra isomorphism
R >G ) H ( M R >GrH .< H < /  /
COROLLARY 2.9. Suppose that the group G acts transiti¨ ely on the finite
set A. Then
R >A )Aut A ( M R >O , .G < Aut  A. < /  /G
 .where O is the set of orbits of A with respect to the right action of Aut AG
on A.
 .  .Proof. A is a right Aut A -set via as s s a for any a g A, s gG
 .  .Aut A . Moreover, A becomes in this way a G, Aut A -set. AssumeG G
 .as s a for some a g A, s g Aut A . Since A is G-transitive, for anyG
 .b g A there exists g g G such that b s ga. Hence b s ga s gs a s
 .  .s ga s s b . Thus s s Id. We now apply the theorem.
COROLLARY 2.10. Let R be a G-graded ring, and HeK F G such that
the index of H in G is finite. Then
R >GrH ) KrH ( M R >GrK .< K r H < /  /
Proof. It is easily checked that KrH acts from the right on GrH by
 . .  .gH kH s gk H for any g g G, k g K. Clearly this action is faithful.
Therefore by Remark 2.6 we obtain that GrH is a G, KrH-set such that
 .  .the action of KrH is fully faithful. Next gH KrH s gK H. Hence there
 .  .exists a bijection even an isomorphism of G-sets between O GrHK r H
and GrK. From the theorem the required isomorphism now follows.
3. DUALITY FOR GRADED COALGEBRAS
Let G and H be two groups, C s [ C a graded k-coalgebra, andgg g G
 w x.A a G, H-set. Then C is a right kG-comodule coalgebra see 5 , kA is a
w xleft kG-module coalgebra, so, following 6 , we can form the smash
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 . coproduct C i kA, with the comultiplication D c i a s  c i1
 . .  .deg c a m c i a , for any homogeneous c g C and a g A, and counit2 2
 .  .e c i a s e c , for any c g C and a g A. Then h acts from the right onC
 .C i kA by c i a h s c i ah, and thus C i kA becomes a right kH-mod-
ule coalgebra.
Let G y set be the category of all left G-sets. If w : A ª A9 is a
morphism in this category, we define the map w i : C i kA ª C i kA9 by
i  .  . iw c i a s c i w a . It is easy to see that w is a coalgebra morphism.
Analogous to Corollary 2.2, the correspondence A ª C i kA defines a
covariant functor from G y set to k y COALGEBRAS. This functor has
the following properties.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let C s [ C be a G-graded coalgebra.gg g G
 .  .1. If A, B are two G-sets, then C i k A = B ( C i kA i kB.
q .  . 2. If A is a family of G-sets and A s jA , then C i kA s [ Ci i i
.i kA .i
As in Section 2, let O be the set of H-orbits of A. Then the action ofH
G on O induces a left kG-module coalgebra structure on the group-likeH
 .  .coalgebra k O by g aH s ga H for any a g A, g g G. The augmenta-H
tion ideal of kH is
q
kH s a h a s 0 and finitely many nonzero a g k . .  h h h 5
hgH hgH
We now can form a new coalgebra C i kAs C i kArS, where S s C
. .qi kA kH , with the comultiplication induced by the comultiplication of
C i kA.
LEMMA 3.2. S is the k-submodule generated by the elements of the form
c i a y c i ah, with c g C, a g A, h g H.
 .  . .qProof. Clearly c i a y c i ah s c i a 1 y h g C i kA kH
 .here 1 is the identity of H .
 .qConversely, let us take  a h g kH . Thenhg H h
c i a a h s a c i ah .  h h
hgH hgH
s a c i ah y c i a q a c i a . h h
hgH hgH
s a c i ah y c i a . . h
hgH
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LEMMA 3.3. C i kA is coalgebra isomorphic to C i k O .H
 .Proof. Clearly the map w : C i kA ª C i k O , defined by w c i a sH
c i aH, is a coalgebra morphism. We prove that Ker w s S. Since w c i
.a y c i ah s c i aH y c i ahH s 0, then S : Ker w. Conversely, let
 .a be a system of representatives of the H-classes of A, and leta a
z s  c i a h g Ker w. Thus  c i a H s 0. We obtaina ,i a , i a a , i a , i a , i a
 c s 0 for any a . Thereforea , i a , i
z s c i a h y c i a q c i a g S. . a , i a a , i a , i a a , i a
a , i a , i
LEMMA 3.4. Let G, H be groups with finite H, C s [ C a G-gradedgg g G
coalgebra, and A a G, H-set which is fully faithful as a right H-set. Then
 w x.C i kAr C i kA is a kH-Galois coextension in the sense of 17 .
Proof. It is enough to prove that the map
b : C i kA m kH ª C i kA I C i kA , .  .  .Ci k A
b c i a m h s c i deg c a m c i ah .  .  . .  . 1 2 2
 a, h .is injective. Let u s  c i a m h g Ker b. Thenag A, hg H
b u s b ca , h i a m h .  . l /
agA , hgH , lgG
s ca , h i deg ca , ha m ca , h i ah s 0. .  . l1 l2 l2
agA , hgH , lgG
Applying I m I m e m I, we obtain that  ca, h m a m ah s 0.ag A, hg H , l g G l
Hence  ca, h m a m ah s 0. Since the action of H on A is fullyag A, hg H
 .  .faithful, we have that a, ah s b, bh9 implies that a s b and h s h9.
Therefore ca, h s 0 for all a, h and u s 0.
Let us recall the definition of comatrix coalgebras. The comatrix coalge-
c .  < 4bra M n, k over k is a k-space with basis x 1 F i, j F n with comulti-i j
plication D and counit e given by
D x s x m x and e x s d . .  .i j i p p j i j i j
p
c .If C is a coalgebra, we denote by M n, C the n = n comatrix coalgebra
c .over C, obtained as the tensor product of coalgebras C m M n, k .
 .THEOREM 3.5 Duality Theorem for Graded Coalgebras . Let G and H
be groups, where H is finite, and consider a G-graded coalgebra C s [ Cgg g G
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together with a G, H-set A that is fully faithful as a right H-set. Then there
exists a coalgebra isomorphism:
c < <C i kA i kH* ( M H , C i k O . .  .H
w xProof. By the preceding lemma and 7, Corollary 1.3 we have that
C i kA i kH* ( e C i kA ( e C i kA . .  .  .cik Ay C i k O .yH
 .As before, let e M denote the coendomorphism coalgebra of the leftDy
 w x.  .quasi-finite comodule M see 19 . But the map w : C i k O m kH ª CH
 . .i kA defined by w c i a H m h s c i a h is an isomorphism of lefta a
y1 .  .C i k O -comodules, with inverse w c i a s c i a H m h, whereH a
 . .a H s aH, and a h s a a as in Lemma 3.3 . Now all claims followa a a a
w xfrom 5, Proposition 3.1 .
w xIn particular, we obtain the following result proved in 6 :
COROLLARY 3.6. Let G, H be groups with finite H, and C s [ C agg g G
G-graded coalgebra. Then there is a coalgebra isomorphism
c < <C i kG i kH* ( M H , C i k GrH . .  . .
4. MODULES OVER STRONGLY GRADED RINGS
Let R s [ R be a strongly graded k-algebra k a commutativegg g G
.  .ring , M g gr y R, and N a right R-module. Then G acts on Hom M, NR1
 .  .  . y1as follows: if f g Hom M, N , s g G, and a g R , b g R areR i i s i i s1
s  .  .finite sets such that  a b s 1, then f m s  f ma b for any m g M.i i i i i i
Then f s does not depend on the choice of the aX 's and bX 's, f s is ai i
 s .t tsmorphism of R -modules, and f s f for any st g G. Therefore1
 . sHom M, N becomes a left kG-module by s f s f for any f gR1
 .Hom M, N and s g G. Recall that for a Hopf algebra H and a leftR1 H  <H-module Y, the subspace of H-invariants of Y is Y s y g Y hy s
 . 4e h y for all h g H .
 .kG  .LEMMA 4.1. Hom M, N s Hom M, N .R R1
 . s  .  .Proof. If f g Hom M, N and s g G, then f m s  f ma b sR i i i
 .  .  .kG f m a b s f m . Hence f g Hom M, N .i i i R1
 .kGConversely, suppose that f g Hom M, N . Then, for s g G andR1
 . s  .  .  .  .y1r g R , we have f mr s f mr s  f mra b s  f m ra b s f m r.s i i i i i i
 .Therefore f g Hom M, N .R
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Let us denote by p : M ª M the projection on the xth homogeneousx
 .component, i.e., p m s m for any m g M.x x
 .  .sLEMMA 4.2. Let f g Hom M, N and x, s g G. Then fp sR x1
s  .sy1 y1f p . In particular, p s p .xs x xs
Proof. Straightforward.
w xWe recall from 15 that for a G-graded k-algebra R and two R-graded
 . modules M and N, we may look at Hom M , N s f gR g
 . <  . 4  .Hom M, N f M : N for any x g G , and HOM M, N sR x g x R
 .  . [ HOM M, N . Similarly, we can define HOM M, N s f gR g R gg g G 1
 .  . 4  .Hom M, N N f M : N for any x g G , and HOM M, N sR x g x R1 1
 .  . fin [ HOM M, N . We also define Hom M, N s f gR g Rg g G 1 1
 . <  . 4Hom M, N ; x g G9 ' finite A : G such that f M :  N .R x x g g A g x1 x
 .  .fin  .Clearly HOM M, N : Hom M, N : Hom M, N . We note thatR R R1 1 1
 .finif M is finitely generated R -module for all x g G, then Hom M, Nx 1 R1
 .s Hom M, N , in particular, when M is a finitely generated R -module.R 11
 .If M s N, then the above-defined sets will be denoted by END M ,R
 .  .finEND M , and End M , respectively. Now, we can state one of theR R1 1
main results of this section.
THEOREM 4.3. Let G be any group, R s [ R a strongly gradedgg g G
k-algebra, M g gr y R, and N g Mod y R. Then the map:
C : Hom kG, Hom M , N ª Hom M , N , .  . .R R1
 . .  . .C F m s F x m , is a k-isomorphism.x x
When N is a graded module, we ha¨e
fin
C : Hom kG, HOM M , N ( Hom M , N . .  . .R R1
 .Proof. For any f g Hom M, N define f : M ª N byR1
y1tf m s f m , m g M . .  .t t t t
y 1 y 1 y 1 y 1ts . t .s t .  .   .  .Now f m r s f m r s f m r s  f m r a b ,t s t s t s i t s i iy1ty1 t .  .y1where a g R . Since f is R -linear, f m r s  f m r a b si s 1 t s i t s i iy1t y .  .  .  . .f m r s f m r . Then f g Hom M, N . We define Q f y s f .t s t s R
We see that C and Q are inverses. In fact, letting x g G and m g M ,y y
x . . .   .. . . . .we have Q C F x m s Q C F x m s C F m s .y y y
  . x . yy1 .   .. yy1 x .  . .   .C F m s C F m s  C F m a b where a gy y i y i i i i
 . .  . .y1 y1R , b g R are finite sets such that  a b s 1 s  F x m a by x i i x y i i i i y i i
 . .  .s F x m . On the other hand, letting f g Hom M, N and m g M ,y R x x1x x xy1  . . .   .. .  .  .  .we have C Q f m s C Q f m s f m s f m sx x x x
 .f m .x
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Suppose now that N is also a graded module. To prove the required
  ..isomorphism, it is enough to show that Hom kG, HOM M, N andR
 .finHom M, N correspond to each other via the maps C and Q. Indeed,R1
  ..let F g Hom kG, HOM M, N . Then for any x g G there exists a finiteR
 . .subset A of G such that F x M :  N for all y g G. Then forx y g g A g yx
 . .  . .any m g M we have that C F m s F x m g  N . There-x x x x g g A g xx
 .  .finfore C F g Hom M, N .R1
 .finLet us now take some f g Hom M, N . We know that for anyR1
 .x g G there is a finite subset A of G such that f M :  N . Thenx x g g A g xx
for y g G and m g M we havex x
y1y y y1 x yQ f y m s f m s f x m s f m .  .  .  .  .  .  . . x x x x
s f m a b g N y1 s N .  x i i g y x h x
y1i ggA hgA yy y
 .y1 y1we have considered a g R and b g R such that  a b s 1 . Thei x y i y x i i i
 . .  .last relation shows that Q f y g HOM M, N , and the proof is com-R
plete.
 .Recall that for a finite group G, the dual kG * of the Hopf algebra kG
 < 4is k-generated by the complete set of orthogonal idempotents p x g G ,x
 .  .where p y s d for y g G. The comultiplication is defined by D p sx x, y x
 p m p .u¨sx u ¨
COROLLARY 4.4. Let G be a finite group, R s [ R a stronglygg g G
graded k-algebra, M g gr y R, and N g Mod y R. Then the map:
w : Hom M , N m kG* ª Hom M , N , .  .R R1
 .w f m p s fp , is a k-isomorphism.x x
 .Now, we assume that N s M. We know that in this case END M sR
 .  .   . <  . END M and END M s f g End M f M : M for ally g G R y R y R g y g
4  .g g G is a G-graded ring with map composition as multiplication . Hence
 .END M is a kG-comodule algebra and we can construct the algebraR
  ..  w x.> kG, END M cf. 10, 9 . It is an associative k-algebra whose underly-R
  ..ing k-module is Hom kG, END M and the multiplication is defined byR
fg x s f yx ( g x . .  .  .  . y
y
THEOREM 4.5. Let G be any group, R s [ R a strongly gradedgg g G
k--algebra, and M g gr y R. Then there exists an algebra isomorphism:
finEnd M ( > kG, END M . .  . .R R1
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  ..  .finProof. By Theorem 4.3 the map C: > kG, END M ª End M ,R R1
is a k-isomorphism. It remains to prove that C is an algebra morphism.
  ..  . .Let F, G g > kG, END M and let m g M . Then C FG m sR x x x
 . . .   .  . . .  .  . .. .FG x m s  F yx G x m s  F yx G x m . On thex y y x y x y x
 .  . .  .  . ..  .  . ..other hand, C F C G m s C F C G m s C F G x m sx x x
 .w  . .. x F z G x m . The result follows.z x z
Now, we assume G is a finite group. We know that in this case
 .  .  . End M s END M . This makes End M into a G-graded ring withR R R
.map composition as multiplication . We can form the smash product
 . w xEnd M >kG* in the sense of 3 ; it is a particular case of the smashR
product R >A from Section 1, for A s G. The link between the endomor-
phism rings of M over R and R follows from the preceding result.1
COROLLARY 4.6. Let G be a finite group, R s [ R a stronglygg g G
graded k-algebra, and M g gr y R. Then there exists an algebra isomorphism:
End M ( End M >kG*. .  .R R1
 .  .  .COROLLARY 4.7. End M is a free left and right End M -moduleR R1
 < 4with basis p x g G .x
 .Let us suppose now that G is an infinite group. Since END M is aR
 .G-graded algebra, we can form the smash product END M >kG* in theR
w x  .  .sense of 16 . It is the free left and right END M -module with basisR
 4  < 4  < 41 j p x g G , where p x g G is a set of orthogonal idempotentsx x
 .satisfying the relations ) :
 . .  .y11. fp gp s fg p for any x, y g G, f , g g END M .x y x y y R
2. p g s gp y1 for any s , x g G and homogeneous g of degree s .x s x
 .  .  <The subring of End M generated by END M and the set p x gR R x1
4  . >G will be denoted by End M . By restricting the isomorphism fromR1
Theorem 4.5, we can now obtain the following:
 .THEOREM 4.8. Let R be a strongly G-graded k-algebra with infinite G ,
and M g gr y R. Then there exists an algebra isomorphism
>END M >kG* ( End M . .  .R R1
 .Proof. We can define a ring embedding f : END M >kG* ªR
  ..> kG, END M as follows:R
v  .  . .if f g END M , then f f x s f for any x g G.R
v  . . if x g G, then f p y s d ? 1 for any y g G here 1 is thex x, y
.identity map of M, and we use Kronecker's delta .
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Then, using the isomorphism C from Theorem 4.5, we have that
 .  .  .Cf f s f for any f g END M , and Cf p s p for any x g G. ThisR x x
 .  . >means that Cf maps END M >kG* one-to-one to End M , and weR R1
have obtained the required isomorphism.
COROLLARY 4.9. Let R be a strongly G-graded k-algebra with infinite G
 4  < 4and M g gr y R. Then Id j p x g G is a linearly independent subset ofx
 .  .  . the left and right End M -module End M also of the left and rightR R1
 .  ..END M -module END M .R R1
It is possible to provide an ``elementwise'' characterization for the
 . >morphisms in End M .R1
 .LEMMA 4.10. Let h g END M . Then there exists a finite subset F of GR1
 .  .and a family f : END M with h s  f p if and only if therex x g F R x g F x x1
 .is a finite subset F of G with h M s 0.GyF
 .Proof. Suppose that h M s 0 for some finite F : G. Let f gGyF x
 .  . yy1 x .END M be defined by f m s h m , for any m g M , y g G.R x y y y y
 .To see that f s End M , we havex R
f m r s hly1 yy1 x m r .  .x y l y l
s hly1 yy1 x m a b r . y i i l
i
where a : R , b : R y1 , and a b s 1 .  . i l i l i i /
i
ly1 y1 y1 y1l y x l y xs h m a b r s h m r .  . . y i i l y l
i
s h yy1 x m r s f m r . .  .y l x y l
 .  . sMoreover, f g END M because h g END M implies that h gx R R d1
 .END M for any s g G. We now prove that h s  f p . If y g FR d x g F x x1
 . .  .  .and m g M , then  f p m s f m s h m ; if y f F, theny y x g F x x y y y y
 .  . .h m s  f p m s 0.y x g F x x y
 . >   . <PROPOSITION 4.11. End M s h g END M ' finite F : G suchR R1 1
 .  . 4that h m r s h m r ; y, l g G with y, yl f F, m g M , r g R .y l y l y y l l
 . >Proof. If h g End M , then h s f q  f p for some finite F :R x g F x x1
 .  .G and f , f : END M . Then for y, l g G with y, l f F, m g M ,x x R y y
 .  .  .  .and r g R we have h m r s f m r s f m r s h m r .l l y l y l y l y l
Conversely, assume that h belongs to the set on the right-hand side we
 . .can assume that h g END M for some d g G . Since R is a stronglyR d1
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 .graded ring, there exists f g END M such that the restriction of f to aR d
certain M , x f F, is the restriction of h to M . Since for any l g G suchx x
 .  .  .  .that xl f F we have h m r s h m r s f m r s f m r and M Rx l x l x l x l x l
 . .s M , we obtain that f s h on M , hence h y f M s 0. Now,x l GyF x l
 .applying Lemma 3.9, we obtain that h y f s  f p , with f :y g F y y y y g F
 .  . >END M . Therefore h g End M .R R1
 . >  .Remark 4.12. If M / 0, then End M / END M .R R1 1
 .Indeed, let G s A j B with infinite A, B. Define u g End M byx R x1
 .u s 0 for any x g A and u s Id for any x g B. Then u g End Mx x R1
 .  .defined by u m s u m for any m g M is, in fact, an element ofx x x x x
 .  . >END M . We prove that u f End M . Otherwise, there exists a finiteR R1 1
 .  .subset F of G such that u m r s u m r for any l, y with y, yl f F,y l y l
m g M , and r g R . But we can choose y g A y F and l g G suchy y l l
 .  .  .that yl g B y F since A, B are infinite . Then u m r s u m r foryl y l y y l
any m g M , r g R . Thus m r s 0, which shows that M s 0 and thisy y l l y l yl
is a contradiction.
Finally, we give an application of Theorem 4.3 to the study of comodules
over a strongly graded coalgebra. Let C be a coalgebra and M C the
category of right C-comodules. An object M g M C is called quasi-finite if
the functor ym M: k y mod ª M C has a left adjoint. In this case a left
 .adjoint is the ``co-hom'' functor h M, y , defined byC
h M , N s lim Com M , N *, .  .C C lª
l
 .where the inductive limit is taken by any family M of finite-dimensionall l
C-subcomodules of M such that M s  M and for any l , l there is ll l 1 2
 w x .with M , M : M see 19 for details .l l l1 2
If C s [ C is a graded coalgebra, then there exists a uniquegg g G
coalgebra structure on C such that the natural projection p : C ª C is a1 1 1
 w x. Ccoalgebra map see 14 . Then any M g M becomes a right C -comod-1
ule via p .1
LEMMA 4.13. Let C s [ C be a strongly graded coalgebra andgg g G
M g M C a quasi-finite object. Then M is a quasi-finite C -comodule.1
Proof. Let us consider the following pairs of functors:
yI C  .h M , yC1 U CC C C66
6
6
6
61M gr M k y mod . F ymMy 1
w x  .By 14, Theorem 5.4 , the functors yI C and y define an equivalenceC 11
 . Cof categories y associates to M g gr the homogeneous part M of1 1
.degree 1, which is a right C -comodule . U is the forgetful functor, and it1
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w xhas a right adjoint F by 14, Proposition 3.4 . Since M is quasi-finite as a
 .C-comodule, the functor ym M has a left adjoint h M, y . HenceC
 .  .  .y ( F ( ym M has a left adjoint. But y ( F is just the corestriction1 1
C C1  .  .functor from M to M via p . Therefore y ( F ( ym M is the1 1
functor ym M: k y mod ª M C1, where M is regarded with the right
C -comodule structure. Hence it is clear that M is quasi-finite in M C1.1
PROPOSITION 4.14. Let C s [ C be a graded coalgebra such thatgg g G
the associated graded ring R is strongly graded. Let M g gr C be a quasi-finite
C-comodule and N g M C. Then there is a k-isomorphism
h M , N , h M , N m kG. .  .C C1
 .Proof. Let us consider the family M of finite-dimensional gradedl l
C-subcomodules of M. Then
h M , N s lim Com M , N * .  .C C l1 1ª
l
s lim Hom U M , N * .C l1ª
l
s lim Hom M , N * s lim Hom M , N m kG* * .  . .R l R l1ª ª
l l
s lim Hom M , N * m kG s lim Hom M , N * m kG .  . .R l R l /ª ª
l l
s lim Com M , N * m kG s h M , N m kG. .  .C l C /ª
l
w xRemark 4.15. It is known 4, Corollary 2.2 that if the graded ring R
associated to the graded coalgebra C is strongly graded, then C is also
w xstrongly graded. The converse is not true as 4, Example 2.3 shows. Hence
it is natural to ask whether the result proved in the preceding proposition
remains true for any strongly graded coalgebra C.
In the particular case where M s N, we obtain:
COROLLARY 4.16. Let C s [ C be a graded coalgebra such that thegg g G
associated graded ring R is strongly graded and let M g gr C be a quasi-finite
C-comodule. Then there is a coalgebra isomorphism
e M , e M i kG. .  .C C1
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